
WAPANUBA GAME DESCRIPTION 

1.  OBJECT IF THE GAME 

      a.  To accumulate the most points by harvesting goods from groves, building village improvements,  

            fishing, or claiming ships of commerce, in order to buy commerce tokens worth points. But watch    

            out for the scoundrel, who will steal your goods and improvements. 

2.  SET UP 

     a.  Shuffle commerce tokens, and each player draws one, highest number goes first..  Then  

           shuffle again, and put them in a pile to the side of the playing area. 

      b.  Shuffle game board tiles and put them in stacks, or loose in a flat container for players to draw  

           from.  These are the “supply tiles”. 

      c.  Place  “goods” chips and cubes in their own containers. 

      d.  Each player chooses a color of game pieces.  Each player has; 4 pawns of a kind, they are the  

          “traders”, 1 pawn of a different style is the “shipping agent”, and 1 cube represents the “scoundrel”. 

      e.  Find the “START” tile and place it in the middle of the playing area. 

      f.  Turn 4 commerce tokens face up from the pile, and place them to the side of the playing area. 

      g.  Each player draws 3 tiles in the order determined by the draw of tokens in “a” above.  DO NOT let  

           your opponents see these tiles. 

 

                    

 

 

  

  

                                                                                                   

3.  TILE PLACEMENT 

     a.  The tile must be placed so that at least one side of the tile attaches to a similar feature on a tile  

            already on the game board.  The new tile must match the feature of any tile (s) it is attached to. 

4.  PLAY OF FIRST THREE ROUNDS 

      a.  The first three rounds, players in their turn, place one of their drawn tiles on the game board. 

      b.  Players may claim a grove feature (green), village feature (brown), fish, or ship of  

           commerce icon, on the tile they are currently placing on the game board. 

 

 

5.  CLAIMING A FEATURE 

     a.   A player may claim one feature on a tile AT THE TIME IT IS PLACED;   

           grove, village, fish, or  ship of commerce, by placing one of their trader   

           pawns on the feature.  Or, by placing their shipping agent pawn on a ship of  

           commerce icon.  

6.  PLAY 

     a.  Each player draws a tile from the “supply tiles”, and places it on the game board according to tile  

           placement rules. The player then may place a “trader” pawn from their supply on a feature of that  

           tile to CLAIM it.  The player may also elect not to place a trader on a tile feature. 

7.  COMPLETED FEATURE 

      a.  Grove-  (GREEN) Collect goods pictured; banana, orange, cherry, or   

                         coconut. 

                      -  A money bag icon allows the player to buy a commerce token 

                         when the grove is complete. 

      b. Village- (BROWN)Village improvements collected: school, hospital, or   

                        hut.  A money bag in a completed village allows the player to buy    

                        a commerce token in the turn the village is completed.     



 

 

 

8.  FISH 

      a.  When placing a tile with fish on it, the fish are claimed by placing your trader on the fish.  Fish are   

             received immediately, the player retrieves the trader, an any claimed fish are covered with a chip. 

       b.  A player may connect a new tile with fish, to a tile with unclaimed fish, and claim all the   

            unclaimed fish.  Claimed fish are then covered. 

       c.  Fish are also claimed immediately by surrounding the fish and enclosing them with groves and 

            villages.  Claimed fish are the covered. 

 

       
 

         
 

 

 

9.  SHIP OF 

COMMERCE 

      a.  A player may claim a ship of commerce at the time the tile is placed on the  

            game board, by placing either a trader pawn or shipping agent pawn on the ship icon.  The player  

            may immediately use the ship of commerce to buy a commerce token, or leave the pawn on the  

            ship for use in a later turn. 

      b.   A player may also claim a ship of commerce by connecting a new tile land feature to their prior  

            claimed land feature, and claiming the ship of commerce that is on the prior claimed tile. 

 

 

            
 

 

 

10.  MONEY BAG 

      a.  When a village or grove feature is completed and contains a money bag icon, the player may  

             immediately buy a commerce token in that turn only. 

11.  THE SCOUNDREL 

      a.  The scoundrel is represented by a cube of the player’s color. 

      b.  The scoundrel can be used to claim a tile that a player places to complete an  

           opponent’s grove or village. The scoundrel can then steal from the opponent, the grove goods, or  

           village improvements, along with any buying opportunities contained in the feature.   

 

12.  SPECIAL ACTION TILES 

     a.  When a player draws one of these tiles, it must be placed on the  

            game board and claimed with a trader pawn in order to be used. 

           The player then follows the instructions on the tile.  At the end of   

            the player’s turn, the player’s trader pawn is retrieved.  

 

 

13.  BUYING COMMERCE TOKENS 

      a.  Players need a ship of commerce or a money bag icon to buy a   

           commerce token in their turn. 



      b. To buy a commerce token, players pay the goods and village    

           improvements pictured on the token. 

      c. The solid pink circles on the tokens represent player’s choice. 

14.  ENDING THE GAME 

     a. The game ends when, all the game board tiles are used from the supply, or all the commerce tokens    

          are purchased.  
15.  SCORING 

     a. Players add up their score from the commerce tokens. 

      b. Players receive 1 point for every 3 goods chips, or village improvement cubes that have not been  

          used to buy tokens.  

      c. Players receive 1 point for every 3 goods or village improvements in their claimed but incomplete  

          features. 

      d. Players add up the points from all three sources.  The most point wins. 

16.  GROVE GOODS CHIPS COLORS 

 Orange  =  oranges 

 Yellow  =  bananas 

 Green    =  coconuts 

 Red       =  berries 

 Blue      =  fish 

 Purple   =  fish covers 

17.  VILLAGE IMPROVEMENT CUBES COLORS 

 Brown  =  huts 

 Green   =  school 

 Pink     =  hospital 
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